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THE JOURNAL OF SYMBOLIC LOGIC 
Volume 49, Number 1, March 1984 
THE AXIOM OF DETERMINACY IMPLIES 
DEPENDENT CHOICES IN L(R) 
ALEXANDER S. KECHRIS1 
Abstract. We prove the following Main Theorem: ZF + AD + V L(R) =>DC. As a 
corollary we have that Con(ZF + AD) Con(ZF + AD + DC). Combined with the result 
of Woodin that Con(ZF + AD) - Con(ZF + AD + - AC') it follows that DC (as well as 
AC') is independent relative to ZF + AD. It is finally shown (jointly with H. Woodin) 
that ZF + AD + - DCR, where DCR is DC restricted to reals, implies the consistency of 
ZF + AD + DC, in fact implies R # (i.e. the sharp of L(R)) exists. 
?1. Introduction. 1.1. For each set A c R (= coi, the set of "reals") consider the 
associated infinite game GA: 
I a(O) a(2) 
II cx(1) a(3) 
in which player I wins if a E A, and II wins otherwise. We call A determined if the 
corresponding game GA is determined, i.e. either player I or player II has a winning 
strategy. The Axiom of Determinacy (AD) is the statement: VA c R (A is 
determined). Let also DC be the Axiom of Dependent Choices: For every nonempty 
set X and every relation R on X, 
Va E X3b E XR(a, b) =- 3f: w -+ XVn R(f(n), f(n + 1)). 
Consider now the inner model L(R) of all constructible from R sets, i.e. the 
smallest inner model of ZF containing the set of reals R. It has been proposed as a 
strong hypothesis in set theory that L(R) is a model of AD (for a discussion of these 
matters see [Mo2, 81]), and an extensive theory of the structure of L(R) has been 
developed over the years under this hypothesis. This theory requires at several key 
places the use of DC, which is the strongest form of choice compatible with AD that 
can hold in L(R). It is of course easy to check, using the fact that DC holds in the 
universe, that DC is also true in L(R). From the development of this theory until 
now, one gets the clear impression at this point that "ZF + DC + AD + V = L(R)" 
is a "complete" theory for L(R), in the same sense as "ZF + V = L" is a "complete" 
theory for the constructible universe L. There is one apparent difference however. 
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162 ALEXANDER S. KECHRIS 
Although ZF + V = L implies the Axiom of Choice (AC), one seems to need to add 
to ZF + V = L(R) + AD the choice principle DC needed in developing the theory 
of L(R). 
We show here that this is not necessary. 
THEOREM. Assume ZF + AD + V = L(R). Then DC holds. 
Thus one has the full analogy. 
L L(R) 
ZF+V=L ZF+V=L(R)+AD 
Although from the realistic point of view the foundational significance of this 
result is not immediately apparent (after all, DC holds in L(R)), it does demonstrate 
once again the power and elegance of the determinancy hypothesis. (It also helps 
save a lot of ink in the future.) 
From the formal point of view we have also the following immediate corollary, 
which guarantees that the use of DC with AD is no more dangerous than AD. 
COROLLARY. Con(ZF + AD) => Con(ZF + AD + DC). 
The question of the relative consistency of DC with AD has been raised during 
the early stages of the development of the theory of determinacy; see for instance 
[Ma, p. 687] or [Mo3, p. 32]. 
H. Woodin has proved the result corresponding to this corollary for m DC; in 
fact, he shows: 
THEOREM (WOODIN). Con(ZF + AD) =- Con(ZF + AD + WACO), 
where ACO is the Countable Axiom of Choice, i.e. the statement that for all nonempty 
sets X and all relations R on o x X, if Vn3a e XR(n, a), then ]f: o -? XVnR(n, f(n)). 
So we have the full independence of DC and AC" from ZF + AD. We include 
Woodin's proof in ?3 of the present paper with his permission. 
This situation should be contrasted with that of ADR (the Axiom of Determinacy 
for games on R), where Solovay [So] has shown that 
ZF + ADR + DC =- Con(ZF + ADR). 
1.2. Let us comment briefly now on some other results on the connection of AD 
with choice principles and some open problems. 
By AC" we mean the restriction of AC'0 to the case of reals, i.e. where X = R. 
Similarly let DCR be the restriction of DC to the case of reals, i.e. again where 
X = R. 
It has been noticed since the early days of determinacy (see [My]) that 
ZF + AD => ACOR 
(Consider the game where I plays n, n1, n2,..., JI plays x(O), x(1),..., and II wins iff 
R(n, x).) From this it follows easily that 
ZF + AD + V = L(R)=> AC", 
so that from ZF + AD + V = L(R) one has at least the Countable Axiom of Choice 
Again to prove DC in ZF + AD + V = L(R) it is enough to establish that 
ZF + AD + V = L(R)=> DCR. 
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This is what we prove in ?2. Contrary to the case of AC', where a simple game gives 
immediately the choice principle, we do not know how to derive DCR directly by 
playing some sort of a game, which surely would be the most natural approach. Our 
proof is fairly roundabout and is based on the theory of scales in L(R) developed 
recently by Martin, Moschovakis and Steel (see [MMS], and papers in [KMM]), 
and earlier work of Moschovakis on computing definability estimates for strategies 
(the Third Periodicity Theorem, [Mo2, 6E.1]). It would be desirable of course to 
have a more direct proof, which brings us to the following well-known question: 
Does ZF + AD imply DCR? 
Solovay [So] conjectures that it does not. Our theorem combined with Vopenka's 
theorem (see [J, p. 293]) can be used to show that at least ZF + AD + M DCR is 
stronger than ZF + AD. This result is jointly due to H. Woodin and the author. 
THEOREM (WITH H. WOODIN). ZF + AD + m DCR = Con(ZF + AD). 
In the proof of this theorem one actually shows that ZF + AD + m DCR proves 
the existence of R # (i.e. the sharp of L(R)). So we can add to the above question the 
following: 
If ZF + AD + m DCR is consistent, how strong is it? For instance, is it as strong 
as ZF + ADR + DC? I 
1.3. We give in ?2 the proof of the main theorem and in ?3 the proof of the 
independence of DC from ZF + AD. In ?4 we prove the result on the strength of ZF 
+ AD + m DCR. Finally in ?5 we discuss briefly the restriction of the present results 
to the context of projective sets, and the implications of PD (Projective Determi- 
nacy) to choice principles in analysis. We assume throughout that the reader is 
familiar with [Mo2] for general background in descriptive set theory. 
?2. Proof of the main theorem. 2.1. Our proof is based on an elaboration of the 
Third Periodicity Theorem of Moschovakis [Mo2, 6E. 1] and the recent work of 
Martin, Moschovakis and Steel (see [MMS] and articles in [KMM]) on scales in 
L(R). 
We will work for the remainder of ?2 in ZF + AD + V = L(R), and we will prove 
DC. As noted in the introduction we at least have AC', the Countable Axiom of 
Choice. 
Define first as usual the J-hierarchy for L(R) (see [St]): 
J1(R)= Vc= + ; 
Je+ 1(R) = rud(J,(R)) = the rudimentary closure of J,(R) u {J,(R)}, for at > 0; 
J(R) = U J1(R) for A limit. 
a<A 
Then L(R) = Ua E ord J(R) onto 
Since there is a definable (with no parameters) F: ORD x R - V, it is easy to 
check that if DC fails then DCR fails, i.e. there is a relation P c R x R such that 
Vx e R3y e RP(x, y), but there is no f: o -? R with Vn R(f(n), f(n + 1)). Find a 
large enough ordinal 4 such that P belongs to JJ(R), and then let a > 1 be the least 
ordinal < 4 with JJ(R) <R JJ(R), where this notation means that every 2? formula 
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with parameters in R u {R} which holds in JJ(R), holds in JJ(R) as well. In particular 
Ja(R) 1= 3P c R2 (Vx E R3y E RP(x, y)) A 3f: ) - R VnP(f(n),f(n + 1)) 
(note that any f: o -* R "is" a real). So there is a counterexample P to DCR (in 
the universe) which belongs in JJ(R). Suppose we could show that every relation 
S c R x R in JJ(R) can be uniformized (in the universe, not necessarily in JJ(R)), 
i.e. there is F: R -* R such that 
lyS(x, y) = - S(x, F(x)). 
Applying this to P(x, y) find such an F, and let f(0) = x0 (some fixed element of R) 
and f(n + 1) = F(f(n)). Then f: o -? R and Vn P(f(n), f(n + 1)), a contradiction. 
So it is enough to prove this uniformization result for relations in JJ(R). 
First note that there is a partial map 
7:R onto )Jo (R) 
with l 1(J,(R)) graph [here 1l(JjL(R)) means 21 definable with only parameter R]. 
This follows from a Skolem hull argument using the fact that there is no 1 < , < ot 
with J,(R) <RJJ(R); see [St, 1.11]. In particular every set of reals in Ja(R) is 21 
definable in JJ(R) using onlyparameters from R u {R}. So it will be enough to show 
that if A c R is nonempty and 21 definable in JJ(R) with parameters r, R (r a real), 
then it contains a member x which is ordinal definable from r, R. In fact to make 
things more concrete we will show that x can be taken to be first-order definable 
from r, R in J4(R). 
To see how this implies the uniformization we need, let S(x, y) be in JJ(R), say 1l 
definable from r, R. For each real x, let F(x) = x if - 3yS(x, y). If 3yS(x, y), let F(x) 
be the least real z first-order definable from <x, r>, R in JJ(R) such that S(x, z), where 
"least" refers to some canonical enumeration of formulas. 
2.2. Let us restate as a claim the basis result we want to prove. 
CLAIM. Let ot > 1 and let A c R be 1l definable in J4(R) with parameters r, R, r a 
real. If A =A 0 then A contains a member x which is first-order definable in JJ(R) with 
only parameters r, R. 
Our first impulse is to quote Theorem 2.1 in [St], that asserts that if ot is as above 
then the class of all sets of reals which are 1l definable in J4(R) with only parameter 
R has the scale property. That would surely do it, as there is a canonical ("leftmost 
branch") procedure for selecting an element from a set carrying scales (see [Mo2, 
4E.3]). Unfortunately the proof of this theorem uses DC. However, all is not lost. By 
a careful analysis of Steel's proof and some appropriate modifications in it, we are 
lead to see that without DC we can still get a weaker version of scales, which we call 
quasiscales below. Then we simply observe that if we use the procedure of the Third 
Periodicity Theorem, instead of the standard leftmost branch procedure from scales, 
we can still canonically pick an element from a set carrying a quasiscale, and this 
completes our proof. 
2.3. We give the details now. 
DEFINITION. Let A c R. A quasiscale on A is a sequence of relations 
<0 <1 <2..., such that 
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(a) Each < is a linear preordering on A, i.e. Field (?< ) = A, and for x, y, z E A 
X <iX, X <iy V y <ix, X <?y A y <iZ=>X <iZ. 
(b) Let x <1y -# x <i Y A yx ix. Then for each i, there is no infinite descending 
chain for < . 
(c) IfxO,x1,x2,... e and 
(1) x" -x, 
(2) for each i there is Ni-= N such that, for all n > N. x, XN (i.e. 
Xn < iXN A XN < iXn) 
then 
(3) x e A, and 
(4) for all i, x <?i XN 
If (b) is replaced by: 
(b*) For each i, every nonempty X c A has an <i-least element (i.e. <i is a 
prewellordering), 
then we have the notion of a scale (see [Mo2]). Clearly, using DCR every quasiscale is 
a scale. 
If a nonempty set A carries a scale { <i} there is a canonical procedure for picking 
an element out of A: 
Let AO = {x e A:x is least in <0}, A'0 = {x c Ao:x(O) is least}, A1 = {x E A' :x is 
least in <1}, A' = {x e A 1:x(l) is least}, . Then nnAn = {xO} and xO E A. 
This argument clearly does not necessarily work for a quasiscale. We shall see 
however that if instead of this procedure we use the idea of the Third Periodicity 
Theorem, we can still canonically pick an element from a nonempty set carrying a 
quasiscale. More precisely we can prove the following, where the definability 
estimate is grossly exaggerated. (Since it is sufficient for our purposes we will not try 
to state it in a sharp form). 
LEMMA. Suppose A C R carries a quasiscale { <i}, and let A be a pointclass 
containing A and the sequence { <i} (i.e. the relation R(i, x, y) -> (x, y E A A X <i y) is 
in A), and closed under recursive substitutions, a, A, V, and existential and 
universal quantification over R. Then if A is nonempty, A contains a real (with graph) 
in A. 
PROOF. First we turn the quasiscale { <i} on A into a very good quasiscale { <i}, 
i.e. one which has, beyond (a)-(c), also the following properties: 
(d) If x, y E A then x < * y =Vi < n(x < * y) 
(e) If x, y E A and x-*y, then x [n + 1 = y n + 1. 
The way we define { < i*} from { <i} is by the usual lexicographical procedure as 
follows: For x, y E A, put 
X <i 
~y -X <o Y V [X -o Y A X(O) < y(O)] 
V [X 
-oy A X(O) = y(O) A X <,Y] 
V [X 
-oy A X(O) =y(O) A X 1Y 
A X(1) = O)y(O) A. A X(iy- 1) = y(i- 1) A X <i] 
V [X =_Oy A X(0) = Y(O) A.*-- A X=-iy A X(i) < y(i)]. 
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It is easy to verify that this is indeed a good quasiscale and moreover { < * } is also in 
A. To simplify the notation we may therefore assume that the quasiscale { <i} is very 
good to start with. 
Assume also below that A =A 0. 
Motivated by the proof of the Third Periodicity Theorem, define for each k > 0 
the following relation among all sequences u from o of length k + 1 which are such 
that 3x --u(x e A): v < k u -> Player II has a winning strategy in the following 
game: 
I x(0) x(1) 
II y(O) y(l) 
let x' = u'x and y' = vry. Then II wins if [y'e-A A (x' 0 A V y' <kx')]. As in 
[Mo2, 6E.1] we can now verify that ?k is a preordering on Wk = {U E Ok+l:]x 
-Du(x E A)} and moreover that there is no infinite descending <k-chain. Since Wk 
consists of finite sequences from o this implies that actually < k is a prewellordering 
on Wk. Define then inductively, uo - ul c c uk 
- 
, so that Uk e Wk and if 
Uk = (ao,...,ak) then for all b with (ao,.. .,ak-l,b) E Wk we have (ao,...,ak) 
<k (a,... ., ak 1, b), and moreover ak is least with that minimality property. 
As in [Mo2,6E.1], now (using AC') we see that if x = (ao,a1,...) = U 
then x e A. From the definition of x we see by a straightforward calcula- 
tion that x is in A. 
REMARKS. (A) Notice that in the above proof, from the properties of a very good 
quasiscale we only need (a), (b), (d), (e) and just the conclusion (3) from (c), i.e. the 
semicontinuity condition (4) is not needed (cf. [Mo2, 6E.1], which needs only a 
semiscale as opposed to a scale). 
(B) For each set A c R consider the following game: I plays x E R, II plays y E R 
(one integer at a time); I wins iff x E A (so it does not matter what II does). A winning 
strategy for I in this game is basically nothing more than a member of A. It is the 
application of the idea of the Third Periodicity Theorem to this degenerate game 
that we use here. 
(C) It can be easily seen that if { <i} is actually a very good scale, then the 
procedure we use agrees with the canonical procedure explained before the 
preceding lemma (in that notation observe that, for a very good scale {<i}, 
A' = AoA =A1,etc.). 
2.4. In view of the lemma in 2.3 the claim in 2.2 will be proved, and our proof will 
be complete, if we can show the following final 
LEMMA. Let o > 1. If A c R is 2? definable over JJ(R) with parameters r, R, r a real, 
then A has a quasiscale { <i} which is also 2? definable over J4(R) with parameters r, R. 
Indeed, granting this lemma, to finish the proof of the claim take A =A 0 to be 2? 
definable over Jh(R) with parameters r, R and let A be the pointclass of all first-order 
definable in JJ(R) with parameters r, R sets. Then by the two preceding lemmas, A 
contains a real in a, and we are done. 
PROOF OF THE LEMMA. This is basically nothing more than the realization that the 
proof of Steel [St, 2.1], that assuming ZF + DC + AD + V = L(R) the set A as 
above carries a scale which is 1l definable over JJ(R) with parameters r, R, can be 
slightly modified to give in ZF + AD + V = L(R) only a quasicale with the same 
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definability estimate. We sketch below the main steps of Steel's argument, pointing 
out the needed modifications. 
2.5. First we will review the usual techniques for transferring scales (Second 
Periodicity Theorem, [Mo2]) and observe that they apply (with one modification) 
to quasiscales as well. It will be convenient here (in view of the use of these methods 
that we will make later on) to generalize a little the concept of quasiscale, so that it is 
applicable to relations with real and ordinal arguments. 
Let i be a fixed ordinal. Consider relations P c R' x )im. A quasiscale on P is a 
sequence of relations { <i? on P which satisfies conditions (a), (b), (c) of 2.3, where the 
notion of limit for points in R' x Si is defined in the obvious way, taking the topo- 
logy on i to be discrete. Explicitly this means that (xx7,.. . , xIq ,.. . , ) * 
xl, X2 Xn 
1 
.m) iff Vk < n(xk *xk) A V1 < m(q is eventually constant and 
equal to a'). 
We have now the following transfer results: 
(1) Assume P c Rnl x Sm carries a quasiscale {<i}. Define a very good 
quasiscale {<i} from {<i} as in the proof of the lemma in 2.3 (appropriately 
modified to handle finite sequences of reals; the ordinals are carried through as 
parameters). Consider then the relation 
S(x1,. ***i Xn, q1, * *, 
* 
qm) ":->VYP(Xl X - I Xn Y. q1, . .. I Cm). 
Then we can define a quasiscale on S as follows, imitating [Mo2, 6C.3]. 
Let z0, z1, ... enumerate all finite sequences from A, so that z0 = 0 and if -i is a 
proper initial segment of rj then i < j. Then for (x, ), (x', a') e S let (x, ) ? '(x', a') if 
Player II has a winning strategy in the following game: 
I yA(O) y,(1) 
II y1,(O) y,,(1) 
Let y = riny1 and y' = Tiny,,; II wins if (x, y, ) <i (x', y', n'). That { ?i} is a 
quasiscale on S follows by exactly the same arguments as in [Mo2, C.3]. Note for 
further reference that the definition of <? involves only <* and thus only 
<0r, ., <i. 
(2) Assume P c R n+1 x Sm carries a quasiscale { <?}. Define again the very good 
quasiscale { < * } as before on P. Consider then the relation 
S( I 13yP(x Y, 1) 
Then we can define a quasiscale on S as follows. 
For (x-, Q ) (xf, ) e S, let (x', a') <i (x, ) if Player II has a winning strategy in the 
following game: 
I y(O) y(M) 
II y'(O) y'(1) 
II wins iff (x',y',Y')e P A [(X, Y, )P V (x', Y' )< *(X_ Y,)]. 
REMARK. The motivation for this game, which one can call the "fake inf" game (in 
contrast with the "fake sup" game used in (1)), comes from the proof of the Norm 
Transfer Theorem in [Mo2, 6D.3]. In case { <i} is a scale, as opposed to a quasiscale, 
we can define a scale { < '} on S by simply taking an infimum as in [Mo2, 6C.1], 
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without playing a game. (The two definitions are the same in this case, as II wins the 
above game iff there is a y' such that (x', y', ') e P and for all y with (x, y, a) e P we 
have (x', y', W) <i (x-, y, )). Thus although the "fake inf" game is not needed if we 
have DC, thus also actual scales, it seems to be necessary in the absence of DC, and 
thus a symmetry between "fake sup" and "fake inf" is established. Note that we have 
also used a "fake inf" game in the lemma of 2.3. 
By using the arguments in [Mo2,6D.3 and 6E.1] we can now verify easily that 
{ < '} is a quasiscale on S. Again the definition of < involves only <0,..., <i. 
(3) Finally assume P C R' X 1 carries a quasiscale { <i}. Let this time 
S(x-, q) )3#XP x-,rq1, O. 
Then S carries a quasiscale { < '} defined as follows: 
(x-, q-) < (x', a') the least 4 < i such that P(-, a, 4) is 
strictly less than the least d' with P(x', a', 4') 
or else they are equal and (x, -, 4) <i (x', s1, 4) 
It is trivial to verify that this is indeed a quasiscale on S. The definition of < here 
involves only <i. 
For further use let us refer to the method in (1) for putting quasiscales on VyP as 
the "fake sup" method, to that in (2) for putting quasiscales on 3yP as the "fake inf" 
method, and finally to the one in (3) for 3]P as the "min" method. 
2.6. Let us say now that a set P c R has a closed game representation if there is a 
relation T c (a< ')< ' x <O, for some ordinal i, such that 
x e- P `:- 3XO3qOVX1 3x2 3ql VX3 ..Vn((x [ n, xO [ n, Xl [ no.. X2n [ n), (qo, an))c- T. 
The expression on the right means that player I has a winning quasistrategy in the 
following closed game: 
I X04,qO X2,J1 . 
II x 
xi e R, qi < ~; I wins iff 
Vn((x [ n, xO [ n, . ** X2n [ n), (q10,. , rn))c- T. 
Since we work in a context without choice (even without DC) we interpret this string 
as saying that I has a winning "quasistrategy" instead of "strategy". Explicitly a 
winning quasistrategy for I is a set Y of finite sequences of the form 
(XO O, X1, * * , X2n - 2, X S- 1 X2n -1) (for n = O this is the empty sequence 0) such that 
(0) 0 E f; 
(1) if (xO,qo,X1, .*X2n- 2,1n-1X2n-1) E Y then there exist x2n, qn such that for 
all X2nI1, 
(XO,qO, X 1,. X2n - 2,qn - 1X2n - 1,X2n, nX2n + ) 6 9? 
(2) if (XO, q0 X1 * * * I X2n, En X2n+ 1) E Y, then 
((x [ n, xO [ n, x, [ n,. .. X2n [ n), (q1,.**,qn))c- T. 
We can equivalently define this in terms of an inductive definition. This 
description will be useful later on in order to avoid some apparent uses of choice. 
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Define the following monotone operator on the set of all sequences of the form 
S = (Xo qo, X1, * * X2n - 2, qn- 1,x2n - 1) (including the empty one 0): 
s C- O(X) #- z, q3y(s (z, q, y) C- X) 
V [S 7&4 0 A ((X [ n -l~ 1,x n -1 * X2n -2 [ n - ), (qO, *q - Jl-) 0 T]. 
Let q0 = 0 fr = O(Uo<, P0) and c = U< O4 = the least fixed point of P. Then 
we claim that 
x C- P 0 0 0 0 
Indeed, if 0 0 PcX0, then {s:s 0 0P'} is a winning quasistrategy for I. If 0 e jix but 
x e P, let Y be a quasistrategy for I demonstrating that x e P. For each s e OI let 
Isl = least 4 such that s e OP. Define then the following set of finite nonempty 
descending chains of ordinals: 
(4O 4 1 *.. * * n) C- C' ` X- O > 4 1 > ..> dn 
A 3XO qOX l, X X. .X2n X n XX2n +l1 (XO qOX 5 ... 5 1* X2n5 q tn X2n + 1 ) C-9 
A Vi < n[(xo,rqo~, ... 5 X2ib lq X2i+ 1) C- 0" 
A I (X ,0 , X1 , ... ,X2i ,qiX2i+1) = ]}. 
Clearly, C : 0, and if (40, , ... , n) e C there is Qn+1 with (do 1, . .. n Xn+1) e C, 
so we have an infinite descending chain of ordinals, a contradiction. 
By combining now the three methods described earlier one can put a quasiscale 
on the set P above as follows, copying the method of Moschovakis [Mol]. 
Let, for each k> 02 
Pk(X; XO 5 q0 5 .. * 5X2k-25q k-15XX2k-1) 
"- 3X2k tqkV1X2k + I ... Vn((x 
r 
n, x0 
r 
n, .. * X2n 
r 
n), (qo0 , ...5 n))c- T 
be the set of winning positions for player I of length k. Let also 
P + (X; X0no... ,X2k-24k -1xX2k-1xX2k) 
"'- 3qkV1X2k + I *, *V n((x 
P 
n, x0 P n, ... * X2n 
r 
n), (qo0 , ...5 n))c T T5 
P+ (X; X05 qo ..,X2k-2 k-1,X2k-1,X2k4 5k) 
"'-> VlX2k + I.. *V *n((x P n, x0 P n, .. * X2n P n), (qo0 , ...5 n))c- T 
be the set of appropriate incomplete winning positions for player I of length k + 1. 
Then 
Po W) P(x), 
Pk((x; xO, 50, . .,X2k4-k) 'X2kPk+ (X; XO O ,. 5 * X2k-1 X2k) 
Pk+ (X; Xo 5 qO 5 ... ., X2k) 3qkPk+ (X; Xo 5 q0 5 .. * X2k 5 qk)5 
Pk+ (X; XO 5qO 5 .. X2k 5 k) X2k+ IPk + I (X; XO 5 O 5 .. X2k + 0 
where the last equivalence follows immediately, without any use of choice, from the 
inductive analysis of winning a closed game, that we have explained before. 
Define now quasiscales { < "}, { < :1k}, { < :+ +k} on Pk, Pk+ J Pk+ + respectively as 
follows: 
For i < k, <ik <i+k5 <:+ +k are trivial, i.e. they hold for all pairs of elements in the 
corresponding sets. If i ? k, then by induction on i - k we proceed as follows: 
(1) <i+ +k is defined by the "fake sup" method from { ? j +}. Since this needs only 
knowing <k+. < +1, this is a legitimate definition. 
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(2) < [k is defined by the "min" method from { < t +k} This is legitimate, as it 
only requires knowing < + 
(3) < k is defined by the "fake inf" method from { < J"}. This is again legitimate, 
as it requires knowing only < .< +k 
Now it follows exactly as in Moschovakis [Mol] that { < ?} is a quasiscale on P. 
2.7. Assume now A c R is Z1 definable over some JJ(R), a > 1, with parameters 
r, R. For notational simplicity we consider only the case where Li is limit-after all, 
the particular Li we apply this lemma to is limit anyway. Also we drop the param- 
eters r, R, as their omission is not likely to cause any confusion. Thus for some Z1 
formula N 
x E- A 
-::-->Jr(R) I=N[x] .:->3, < a(Jf(R) I= 9[x]). 
Put, for ft < ax, 
xe A.:-J0(R) # p[x]. 
Then A = U<LA: I Assume that we can put a quasiscale { <'a} on each A, so that 
the map (fl, i) 4 < P is ?1 over J,(R). Then by the "min" method of 2.5 we can put a 
quasiscale on A, and it is easy to check that it is ?1 definable over Jr(R). 
The quasiscale { < !} is constructed as in the proof of Steel [St, 2.1]. The key fact 
is that every A, admits a closed game representation (with ordinals < wft; recall 
that the ordinals in J,(R) are exactly those < wft). Steel's proof of this fact does not 
use DC-it is just a theorem of ZF. Moreover the corresponding set of sequences 
T, defining the closed game associated with A: is simple enough, so that if { <' } is 
the quasiscale on A, constructed by the Moschovakis procedure in 2.6, then (ft i) >- { <'a} is Z1 over Jr(R) (see again [St, 2.1]), and our proof is complete. 
?3. The independence of DC and AC' from AD. It follows from ?2 that 
Con(ZF + AD) == Con(ZF + AD + DC). 
The following result establishes the full independence of DC and AC' from 
ZF + AD. 
THEOREM (WOODIN). Assume ZF + AD + V = L(R). Then there is a symmetric 
generic extension of V in which AD holds but ACO fails. In particular, 
Con(ZF + AD) == Con(ZF + AD + m AC@). 
PROOF. By ?2 we have also ZF + AD + DC + V = L(R). Let G be a generic 
enumeration of the set of reals in length ol1. We use of course as forcing conditions 
countable wellordered sequences of reals. Hence V[G] = L(R)[G] = L[G] (G is 
basically a subset of w1v[G]) and HOD is the same computed in L(G] or L(R) (also 
L(R) = L(R)L[G]). Hence by Vopenka's theorem ([J, p. 293]) G is generic over HOD 
for some notion of forcing P which in L[G] has cardinality ?)3 = (Q +)V, where 
0 = sup{ : is a surjective image of R}. 
Choose in V(= L(R)) a regular cardinal A >> 0. Thus the cardinals above A are 
the same computed in HOD, L(R) or L[G]. For each a > A let Qu denote the 
forcing conditions defined in HOD for collapsing a to A via < A-closed forcing, 
i.e., Q, = (a ')HOD. 
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Suppose g is generic over LEG] for Qa. Then G x g is generic over HOD for 
P x Qa, and HOD[G][g] = HOD[g][G], while clearly A is not collapsed in 
HOD [g] [G], so A is not collapsed and remains regular in L [G, g]. Further we see 
that L(R) [g] contains no new sets of reals: If A c R. A E L(R) [g], we will show that 
A E L(R). The generic object g is canonically an onto function f: A - o a such that 
f f e cE Qa e HOD, Vft < A. Consider the following prewellordering on A: 
7; :! lit <>> P (;) < f aa). 
Clearly f is equiconstructible with :. Now we have LEG, <] I A E L(R)[<], and 
since A is regular in L[G, :] we have by a standard Skolem-Ldwenheim argument 
that, for some X, f < A, 
L4:[G,:L< Bt A c-L(R)[:< ] 
But :< [ e E L[f [ ft], so clearly A E LJ(R)[f [ f] - L(R) and we are done. 
Thus forcing with Q, over L(R) does not collapse A or add new sets of reals. In 
particular AD holds in this generic extension. 
For each k E co let now Qk = Q+k. Let Q = Ql X ... X Qk x .. computed in 
HOD; thus Q 
-Qz+. Suppose GQ is generic for Q over L(R). Then L(R)[GQ] F 
AD. Also GQ = GQ, x . x GQk x , where each GQk is generic over L(R) for Qk 
and canonically an onto function fk: A __ Ak, whose initial segments are in HOD. 
By standard symmetry arguments and the homogeneity of Q we can find an inner 
model L(R) i N i L(R)[GQ], such that N l= ZF, fk E N for each k but A+" is not 
collapsed in N. Since fk collapses A + k to A it follows that A' + becomes i + in N. Thus 
AC" fails in N and because power(R) rn N = power(R) r- L(R), N l= AD. (To find 
such an N let, in L(R)[GQ], 
- = if*.i| kkE Al ,fk [ f E Qk for all ft < A, 
and f k(4) = fk(4), for all sufficiently larger 4 < A. 
Let A = u R and N = HOD L(R)[GQ], i.e. all sets hereditarily ordinal definable in 
L(R)[GQ] with parameters in u U {J} u R. 
?4. On the strength of ZF + AD + - DCR. The following consequence of the 
main result was noted by H. Woodin and the author. 
THEOREM. Assume ZF + AD + - DCR. Then R' exists. In particular, we have 
Con(ZF + AD + DC). 
PROOF. Assume ZF + AD + m DCR. Then L(R) I= ZF + AD; thus by ?2, 
L(R) # ZF + AD + DC. So there must be some A c R, A ? L(R). By Wadge's 
lemma (see [Mo2]) we must have then that there is some A 0 L(R) such that 
every B E L(R), B c R is a continuous preimage of A. As an obvious corollary, 
o > eL(R). By standard results from AD (see for example [Mo2], [K]) it follows 
that & > () +)L(R) and there is a measurable cardinal K > () +)L(R). But then for 
all X c (a +)L(R), X * exists. 
Now as in ?3, if G is a generic over L(R) enumeration of the reals in length WI, we 
see that L(R)[G] = L[G], L(R) = L(R)L[G] and G is basically a subset of a)tL[G], so 
that by Vopenka's theorem HODL[GI = HODL(R) = L[P], where p c 0 LEG = 
(0 +)L(R), and LEG] is a generic extension of L[P] (in [KW] it is actually shown 
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that HODL(R) = L[Q], for Q c QL(R)). So since P ' exists, we conclude that R# exists 
as well. 
(Note that the above argument shows that ZF + AD + 3A c R(A ? L(R)) => R 
exists. If we add DCR to the hypotheses this result was proved in [St-VW]). 
?5. In the realm of projective sets. Consider now the language of second order 
number theory or analysis (see for example [Sh, 8.5]), together with the usual basic 
axioms including induction and extensionality. The Comprehension Axiom Schema 
(CA-Schema) consists of all axioms of the form 
3xVn(n E x , p(n)). 
Here x varies over subsets of w, n over w, and N is a formula in analysis containing 
possibly parameters. We use these same conventions below as well. 
The Dependent Choices Schema (DC-Schema) consists of the axioms 
Vx3yp(x, y) =- 3y~nq((Y)n ( Wn + 1)5 
where, for y c w, (y)n = {m:2 . 3' e y}. 
Finally the Projective Determinacy Schema (PD-Schema) consists of the axioms 
{x: N(x)} is determined. 
The theory of projective sets from projective determinacy (see [Mo2]) can be 
developed within analysis from CA-Schema + DC-Schema + PD-Schema. 
Let To be the theory in analysis containing beyond the basic axioms also the 
comprehension axioms for arithmetical formulas only (actually much less is needed 
below). Then notice the following obvious fact: 
In To. 
PD-Schema => CA-Schema 
(given p(n), consider the game where I plays, n, no, n1, ... , II plays, i, io, il ... and II 
wins iff 9(n) >i = 0). 
From the work in ?2, it now follows easily that, in To0 
PD-Schema == DC-Schema. 
Thus PD-Schema (added to To) by itself is sufficient for the development of the 
theory of projective sets in analysis. (With a little patience the interested reader can 
actually obtain finer level-by-level versions of these results in the projective 
hierarchy). 
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